Molar axis estimation from computed tomography images.
Estimation of tooth axis is needed for some clinical dental treatment. Existing methods require to segment the tooth volume from Computed Tomography (CT) images, and then estimate the axis from the tooth volume. However, they may fail during estimating molar axis due to that the tooth segmentation from CT images is challenging and current segmentation methods may get poor segmentation results especially for these molars with angle which will result in the failure of axis estimation. To resolve this problem, this paper proposes a new method for molar axis estimation from CT images. The key innovation point is that: instead of estimating the 3D axis of each molar from the segmented volume, the method estimates the 3D axis from two projection images. The method includes three steps. (1) The 3D images of each molar are projected to two 2D image planes. (2) The molar contour are segmented and the contour's 2D axis are extracted in each 2D projection image. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and a modified symmetry axis detection algorithm are employed to extract the 2D axis from the segmented molar contour. (3) A 3D molar axis is obtained by combining the two 2D axes. Experimental results verified that the proposed method was effective to estimate the axis of molar from CT images.